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Abstract. The data aggregation with multi-resources traffic information is a very important issue for intelligent vehicle systems (ITS). It can not only collect the most critical
data from the traffic environment, but also prevent sensor network congestion. Unfortunately, we so far have no suitable solutions for WSN based ITSs his paper presents an
efficient approach for traffic data aggregation, applied in ITSs. At first, our approach
adopts a hybrid network structure which is the combination of the chain structure and
the unequal clusters structure. In this structure, all sensor nodes from the same cluster
use parameters such as leading code and geographical position etc. to guarantee secure
data aggregation. Furthermore, a method is introduced depending on credibility evaluation and reliability allocation so that the application layer can calculate aggregation
results accurately, and then makes the decisions. Finallythe performance of the proposed
scheme has been verified using simulation, showing that it is superior to similar protocol
VLEACH (an improvement on LEACH) and ESDA(Efficient and Secure Data Aggregation protocol) such as the sensor nodes energy consumption and aggregation precision.
The analysis result indicates that our scheme is effective and feasible in the next generation of sensor technologies of ITSs.
Keywords: Intelligent vehicle system, Data aggregation, credibility, Evidence theory,
Security analysis, Performance evaluation.

1. Introduction. The traffic information collection becomes the key problem of ITSs.
Acquiring accurate traffic parameters, i.e. traffic volume and the velocity etc., is the
fundament of traffic management. Original intelligent traffic systems generally depend
on traditional monitoring sensors including inductive loops, video cameras and ultrasonic
sensors .However, due to the limitation of these sensors, some disadvantages appear, which
affect the efficiency of the entire sensor network and the scalability of ITSs So far, wireless
sensor nodes are small-sized, densely deployed, power-efficient, and self-configured, which
can work in autonomous manner to sense the surroundings. Therefore, incorporating
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) into ITSs can overcome the problems associated with
traditional wired sensors. Multi-resources traffic information fusion based on WSNs will
provide higher accuracy of traffic statics than traditional wired sensors. It will help
to realize more efficient traffic applications including electronic toll collection, parking
management, intersection traffic guidance, energy conservation etc [1].
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As the development of WSN architecture of ITSs, it emerges the hybrid type, which is
the combination of roadway infrastructure based on WSN and selforganizing adhoc networks formed among vehicles. There are also two types of information communications
namely, Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I). In V2V vehicles
equipped with sensors exchange information between each other in order to avoid severe
situations like traffic jam avoidance While in V2I sensor nodes installed on roadway infrastructure are deployed at important places to collect / provide information from / to
vehicles This communication is very important on the roadway, especially for the timely
feedback on traffic conditions on the freeway.
So far, many data aggregation schemes have been proposed for WSNs. A secure data
aggregation algorithm based on pattern codes (ESDA) was designed by Liu Wei [2], where
pattern codes are used to make the data aggregation in sensor networks to ensure the security of collected data .The data status is obtained by the sensor nodes through fuzzy
algorithm, and sensor nodes only transfer the pattern codes of emergent data and ordinary data to the cluster head for process, which realizes the minimization of network
energy consumption. Hussein T. Mouftah, et al [3] proposed a novel framework for secure
information aggregation in large sensor networks to ensure the security of collected data.
In the novel framework, certain nodes in the sensor network, called aggregators, help aggregating information requested by query, which not only perform the aggregation tasks
correctly, but also reduces the communication overhead substantially. Leach [4] firstly
introduces the cluster-based approach. It utilizes randomized rotation of local cluster
heads to evenly distribute the energy load among the sensors which minimizes energy
dissipation in sensor networks.
In the scenario of WSN based ITSs, the traffic information is detected from many
different kind of sensors installed on the roadside or on the vehicles, and it contains
large volumes of raw data like sound, airflow and temperature and so on. What is more,
vehicles have the characteristic of high mobility which makes vehicle sensor networks
more frequently changes in topology compared to the traditional static sensor networks.
Hence, we can see advantages of those data aggregation methods mentioned above, but all
of them are not suited for ITSs as their inadequacies i.e. relatively complicated algorithm,
large energy consumption and longtime delay and so on.
This paper contributes by presenting a dynamic clustering data aggregation scheme
based on WSN, and applied in the collection and management of multi-resources traffic
information in ITSs. The scheme meets the demand of temporal and spatial distribution
characteristics in traffic travel [5, 6]. In addition, it reduces the node energy consumption,
and improves the authenticity of sensing data by using node credibility evaluation method.
After security and performance analysis, we conclude that the proposed scheme is valid
and feasible.
The rest part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the evidence
theory based on data aggregation. The scheme is described in detail in section 3. We
analyze its security in Section 4 and followed by reliability test in Section 5. Section 6
focuses on the performance simulation analysis of the scheme. Finally, in Section 7, the
conclusion is given.

2. Data aggregation theory based on evidential reasoning. Dempster-Shafer [7]
theory which is closer to people’s thinking logical and natural decision-making process
offers an alternative to traditional probabilistic theory for the mathematical representation of uncertainty. Therefore, in this paper, we devised the scheme for ITSs based on
Dempster-Shafer evidential reasoning method.
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In the field of data aggregation, Depmster Shafer theory is usually used for target
identification and classification. Considering this target identification method, each sensor
separately finish the local decision which will be aggregated together and sent to the
information centre to get the final decision-making. The related basic concept is described
as follows.
Let L be a finite propositional language. Denote by Θ = {w1 , w2 , ..., wn } the nonempty world set of n possible outcomes (alternatives) of the event of interest. Where,
wi (i = 1, 2, ......, n) is an explanation of L.
Symbol θ0 usually can be expressed as a subset of set Θ. The set Θ has the following
characteristics.
1. The finite nature.
2. All the inner elements are mutually exclusive.
There are three important functions in Dempster-Shafer theory: the basic probability
assignment function (bpa or m), the Belief function (Bel ), and the Plausibility function
(Pl ).
Definition 2.1. Let Θ be framework for identifying, the basic probability
assignment
P
Θ
function is a mapping m : 2 → [0, 1] such that m(ϕ) = 0 and
m(θ) = 1. If
θ∈2Θ

m(θ) > 0, we will call m(θ) the mass of θ, and the pairing of set θ with its corresponding
masses m(θ) the body of evidence of m.
Definition 2.2. the Belief function (Bel) is a mapping Bel : 2Θ → [0, P
1]. Belief of a
set θ is the sum of the masses assigned to all subsets (θ) of θ : Bel(θ) =
(ρ). A pixel
ρ⊆θ

or object is assigned to class θ if the amount of belief in support of θ is larger than that
supporting its negation and the other single class hypotheses.
Definition 2.3. the Plausibility function (PI) is a mapping P I : 2Θ → [0, 1]. Plausibility
of a set θ is
P the sum of the masses of all sets (ρ) having non-empty intersection with
m(ρ).
θP I(θ) =
θ∩ρ6=ϕ

We can conclude that it is not required for the sum of all the Belief measures to be
1 and similarly for the sum of the Plausibility measures, and these two measures can be
derived from each other: P I(θ) = 1 − Bel(θ), where P I(θ) ≥ Bel(θ).
A key feature of the Dempster-Shafer theory is the rule for combining bodies of evidence. The combination (called the joint m12 ) is calculated from the aggregation of two
probability assignments m1 and m2 in the following manner:
X
m12 (θ) = K
m1 (θi )m2 (ρj )
θi∩ρj=θ

when θ 6= ϕ and m12 (ϕ) = 0
X
where K = [
m1 (θi )m2 (ρj )]−1 .

(1)

θi∩ρj6=ϕ

K represents basic probability mass associated with conflict. The finite sequences
θ1 , ......, θp and ρ1 , ......, ρq are respectively assigned to m1 and m2 .
The rule above can be extended to multiple m functions and Bel functions for integrated
multiple expert advice. In view of this, we adopted Dempster-Shafer theory to address
the traffic problem posed by strongly conflicting evidence from multiple sensors.
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3. The data aggregation scheme.
3.1. network model. Suppose the network deployment in an ITS is a multi-tiered and
WSN based cluster structure as shown in Fig1. All sensor nodes installed in vehicles or on
roadway infrastructure in this architecture are arranged in clusters Each cluster is constituted of a collector (the cluster head) installed on the roadside and one or more passing
vehicles (the cluster members). The cluster head periodically collects traffic information
from the cluster members, which will be sent to the nearest sink node. Traffic data are
transferred from vehicles to the sink nodes, from sink nodes to vehicles and among the
sink nodes themselves.
Information
Center
GPS
Cluster
Head

The sink
node

Network

Cluster
Head

Application
Layer

Controllers like
traffic lights

Figure 1. A WSN-based ITSs
The management of traffic information depends on data-based gridding urban traffic
system. Assume that all the sensor nodes (vehicles and infrastructures) randomly distribute in a two-dimensional plane rectangular region: Z 2 = {(x, y), 0 ≤ x, 0 ≤ y}. This
region can be a grid model where principles and methods [8, 9] are proposed to deploy
the collection equipment for flow data Every square grid is defined as α × α, the value
of α depends on the accuracy demand of certain task application. Let the positions of P
and Q be respectively LP (xj , yj ) and LQ (xj , yj ), then the distance of P and Q is:
q
d = (xj − xi )2 + (yj − yi )2
(2)
The region is divided into Ahead partitions, the number of which is determined by the
length of the region and the range of communication radius of the nodes in each partition.
The sink node is deployed at the fix position outside the region. In order to balance energy
consumption, the number of clusters in the partition closer to the sink node should be
more than the partitions farther from the sink node. Due to the mobility of vehicles,
each cluster head is designated by the sink node as an infrastructure in the corresponding
cluster. There is only single hop communication between the cluster head and its cluster
members, and the cluster head can adjust the communication radius to control the number
of cluster members, which reduces the communication load. For the two adjacent cluster
heads CHi and CHj , Eq. (3) is given:
D(CHi , CHj ) ≥ RCHi + RCHj

(3)

Where, D(CHi , CHj ) denotes the distance between CHi and CHj , RCHi and RCHj
denote the corresponding radius respectively. Obviously, there may be some sensor nodes
not in any cluster, which form the chain architecture [16] for multi hop communication.
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Depending on the greedy algorithm, they select the intermediate nodes which have the
strongest signal to forward the sensing data as shown in Fig 2. Then, a member node of
one cluster as the chain head aggregates all the messages it receives, and sends the new
messages to the cluster head.
Monitor Area
partition3

partition2

partition1

sink node

the sensor node not in any cluster
the member node in a cluster
the cluster head

Figure 2. The proposed network architecture for ITSs
3.2. data aggregation process in one cluster. In a cluster region, the cluster head
obtains other members’ sampling data, which will be integrated into the non-redundant
data set. Then, he generates a new message by GPS sent to the nearest sink node
including the geographic location and timestamp. AS the sink node receives plenty of flow
information from multiple clusters, it can perform classifications based on the accurate
timestamps and geographic locations, and then separately upload them to the application
layer. Application layer acts as the decision maker computes the aggregation result by
using probability redistribution method for Dempster-Shafer theory, and gives timely
decision for specific traffic application. It has been proved in section 5 and 6 that the
proposed scheme ensures the accuracy for multi-source traffic data fusion, while prolonging
the network lifetime.
Suppose a cluster head Ahead periodically sends the inquiry message M SGREQ to its
members in order to synchronize time. In a sampling round ti , each member node Ai
(vehicle or roadside facility) separately sends a response message REPi to the cluster
head Ahead as follows.
mi = M SG REP ||Dτ ||SNA ||Dat||P os||Sensid||T oken
Where:
Dτ is the leading code of message mi , which represents the actual source data sensed
by Ai . Such code can be used to distinguish between different data packet formats and
data types.
SNA is the identity of Ai .
Dat is the data field, and Dat = E(desens , KAi ,Sink ). Symbol KAi ,Sink denotes the shared
key between node Ai and the sink node. Symbol desens denotes the actual data sensed by
Ai including the support degree for the evidence of making decision, and encrypted using
KAi ,Sink .
P os is the couple (x, y)describing the geographical position of the node Ai , which can
be used for target localization [10, 11].
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Sensid is the identifier of the message mi which can be used to distinguish it from other
messages transmitted by the same node Ai . We can get that Sensid = f (Sensid0 ) mod M .
In this formula, function f is monotonically increasing, and Sensid0 is the identifier of
the previous message transmitted by Ai .
T oken is the authentication token of message mi and T oken = SIG(Dτ ||SNA ||Dat||P os
||Sensid, KAi ,T P ). Symbol SIG denotes the digital signature of message mi signed by node
Ai , while symbol KAi ,T P denotes the private key of Ai distributed by the authentication
centre on network layer.
In the time interval ∆t , all the sensing data inside or outside a cluster are transmitted
from the collection location or through chain heads to the cluster head node. Cluster
head then selects the same attribute data to join together to generate a new message
again. During this process, due to closely space between two members, their sensing
range often overlaps. Furthermore, they might get the same data. In addition, sensor
nodes can access a variety of data including traffic, speed, road share etc. which require
classification according to different attributes. The value Dτ of leading code field in
the packet format replaces the actual data for data aggregation ,which can reduce the
redundant data in the network so as to save the nodes energy [12]. The P os field also
can avoid that the same data is aggregated into more than one group, which increases
network congestion.
The data having the same attribute value are joined together as the same group, and
therefore a new message is generated for each aggregation group. Let be G an aggregation
group composed of l different messages, cluster head Ahead aggregates the Dat fields of
the l messages in G and computes P osaggr value. Then, new message maggr is generated
and sent to the sink node which is structured as follows.
maggr = M SG REPBS ||SNhead ||dataaggr ||P osaggr ||T imestamp ||T oken0 ||IdList, where:
SNhead is the identity of Ahead .
l
P
Dataggr =
mi .Dat
i=1

P osaggr = ( w1

l
P
i=1

wi mi .P os.x, w1

l
P

wi mi .P os.y).

i=1

Notice that wi equals the size of the field Dτ , so w is equal to the sum of wi , that is
l
P
w=
wi .
i=1

T imestamp is the timestamp, and the sink node can perform stateful classifications based
on the accurate timestamps.
T oken0 is the authentication token of message maggr , that is T oken0 = SIG(SNhead
||dataaggr ||P osaggr ||timestamp ||IdList, KAhead,T P ).
Symbol KAhead,T P denotes the private key of Ahead .
IdList is a list of nodes that aggregated the Dτ fields of N messages in G, that is
IdList = E(SNhead ||SNA1 ...|| SNAi ...||SNAN , KAhead,BS ). Symbol KAhead,Sink denotes
the shared key between node Ahead and the sink node.
Upon receiving the message maggr and checking that it is valid, the sink node accepts the
data and forwards to the application layer of Information Centre. Otherwise, abandons
maggr and updates the relevant nodes’ credibility. The whole data aggregation process is
described in Figure 3.
3.3. calculation and evaluation of the aggregation result. After receiving the data
which the sink node sends, the application layer calculates the function values for evidential reasoning, and then gives final decision through the combination rule. For this
purpose, it is necessary to list all basic attribute values of the sensing object according to
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The application layer
in Information Centre
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trigger the traffic management
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Figure 3. The data aggregation process

existing recognition framework Θ , so as to obtain the Decision Classification Set U that
is a collection of the subsets of all the attributes in Θ [13, 14]. For instance, to detect
whether a vehicle or more are running on this driveway, the recognition framework is
defined as {0, 1}, where 0 denotes no, and 1 denotes yes. So, the corresponding set U is
equal to the {{0}, {1}, {0 or 1}, ϕ}, where symbol ϕ denotes zero elements.
The basic probability assignment function (bpa) is the basis of evidence reasoning theory. Therefore, to judge an event whether to be true or false, each of evidences used to
determine this event has to be assigned a bpa function, and the bpa function makes that
the set U is mapped to range [0, 1], i.e. m : 2Θ −→ [0, 1]. Given a measurement θ, and
if θ is a nonzero value, m(θ) is defined as the P
degree of support for A in the function m.
By Definition 1, we can get that m(ϕ) = 0,
m(θ) = 1. In the case of multi-sensor
θ∈2Θ

and multi-data source, each data source Ai , in terms of own bpa function mi , respectively
makes the judgment under the same recognition framework Θ. Finally, the application
layer effectively merges the bodies of evidence of mi using the combination rule, and
generates the decisions for traffic control [15].
In this paper we introduce a probability allocation method for function mi based on
node credibility. Suppose the credibility of Ai is defined as ri , whose value is initialized to
5 (the 5 is just a hypothetical value, in practice, this value may be other figure). Notice
that, during every round, we compare the source node Ai ’s judgement with the application
layer’s decision, if the result is the same, ri plus 1; otherwise ri minus 1. Next, do the
functions transform for ri and define the weight coefficient wi as follows.

0, ri ≤ −g or αi ≤ λ0



ri + g

, ri > −g and αi > λ0
wi =
max(ri ) + g


N

 αi = success
Ntotal

(4)
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where max(ri ) denotes the maximum value of historical record of ri in the region, gdenotes
the constant coefficient and g = 5 which corresponding to the initial value of ri . Symbol αi
denotes the detection accuracy for the source node Ai , i.e. the proportion of the Nsuccess
rounds (the judgement of Ai and the decision of the application layer remain consistent)
in the total Ntotal rounds (Ai participates in sensing data).
If there are n data sources, considering Eq. (4), the Bel function of node Ai for the
measurement θ:

Beli (θ) = m0i (θ) = wi mi (θ), θ ∈ Θ
,1 ≤ i ≤ n
(5)
Beli (θ) = 1 − Beli (θ), θ = Θ − θ
The PI function of node Ai for the measurement θ:
X
P I(θ) =
m(ρi )

(6)

ρi|ρi∩θ6=ϕ

The Bel function and PI function meets the following Eq. (5).

P I(θ) = 1 − Bel(θ) , θ = Θ − θ
P I(θ) ≥ Bel(θ)

(7)

Suppose I is the largest subset of U for recognizing the event. According to Eq. (1), (4)
and (5), the Bel functions Beli (θj ) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ p) from n data sources are merged
together, and the new Bel functions Bel(ρl ) (ρl ⊆ I and 1 ≤ l ≤ m)are generated as
follows [12].
n
X Y
0
0
Bel(ρl ) = m1 (θj ) ⊕ ... ⊕ mn (θj ) = k
m0i (θj )
(8)
θ1 ∩...θp =ρl i=1

where k = [

P

n
Q

m0i (θj )]−1 and k < 1.

θ1 ∩...θp =ϕ i=1

As known that, between ρ1 , ..., ρm , any two are mutual exclusive. According to Eq.
(6), (7) and (8), the value of the plausibility function P I(I) can then be obtained by:
X
P I(I) = 1 −
Bel(ρj )
(9)
ρ1 ∪ρ2 ∪...ρm =I

Finally, the application layer can make the decision depending on the comparison of the
values of P I(I) and η0 as described in Eq. (10).

 P I(I) ≥ η1 , executing decision H1
P I(I) ≤ η0 , executing decision H0
(10)
 η < P I(I) < η , waiting for the next decision
0
1
Notice that, the value ofη0 and η1 are given on the analysis of a large amount of figures.
As can be seen from Eq. (4) and (5), once the weight coefficient wi < 1, the value of
function Beli (θ) actually decreases, while for the set θ, the value of function Beli (θ) is on
the increase. After several rounds of sampling, the higher the credibility of Ai becomes,
the more close to 1 the weight coefficient wi is going to be, on the contrary, close to 0 the
wi is. Hence, the function Beli (θ) tends to 0 which implicates the belief degree of Ai on
the evidence θ decreases, while the possibility that θ can be neglected increases. In this
way, depending on Eq. (4), (5), (7), (8) and (9), the influence of low reliability of the
aggregation results caused by the dishonest nodes will be weakened.
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4. Security analysis of the proposed scheme. In this section, we provide a security
analysis of the proposed scheme above. Our scheme not only provides a privacy policy for
the actions performed by nodes in the data aggregation process, but also greatly improves
the authenticity and reliability of the detection results in multi-source traffic environment
1. The privacy policy in data aggregating ensures the traffic information collection.
At first, the source node Ai , through the encryption of Dat field of the data packet
makes the actual sensing data not leaked. Furthermore, Ai digitally signs the whole data
packet to generate T oken using the private key KAi ,T P , which ensures the integrity of
the transmitted message. Then, the cluster head Ahead verifies the received messages and
generates a new aggregated message maggr . If the field T oken0 of a received message mi
does not match with other corresponding fields of mi , this message should be considered
as corrupted and therefore be dropped. In the same way, the sink node which receives
flow information from multiple clusters can verify the aggregated messages and perform
stateful classifications based on the accurate timestamps and the geographical positions.
2. The leading code can replace the actual data for data aggregationwhich forms nonredundant data sets so as to save node energy. Therefore, through the Dτ field of the
packet format, the cluster head node can directly aggregate the messages from the cluster
members, without knowing the actual data values By the complexity of the Dτ generation
algorithm, we believe that it is impossible for the attacker to derive the actual data from
the Dτ field, which can prevent from some routing attacks like wormhole [18] and routing
loops [19] for “inner network” data processing, so that improves the overall performance
of the security mechanism.
3. The application layer provides the corresponding weight coefficient wi based on the
reputation evaluation for the nodeAi , so that the weighted bpa function m0i (θ) can be
calculated. Then, the weighted bpa functions of n source nodes i.e. m01 (θ)...m0i (θ)...m0n (θ)
are merged by means of reliability allocation, and thus the Pl function P I(I) is computed
to make the decision for traffic management. This makes up for the weakness of frequent
evidence conflicting problem of classic evidence theory, and the results of data fusion are
more accurate than that of traditional monitoring sensors both in day and night time,
especially at night time.
5. Reliability test. Classical Dempster-Shafer problem is on basis of the assumption
that all the situations of the data sources are considered as equal importance. So we
can get the correct result when the assumption is correct, on the contrary, when this
assumption does not hold, it will cause erroneous results. Especially, the situation between
the evidence is conflicting.
When the recognition framework is Θ = {0, 1} ,and the corresponding set U = {{0}, {1},
{0 or 1}, ϕ}, two conflicting evidence and are defined as Table 1. (both mP and mQ are
hypothetical values).
According to Eq.(4) ,as the reliability coefficient rQ in Table 1 is adjusted from 4 to
-5, the values of the bpa function and the Bel function are followed as shown in Table 2,
depending on Eq.(5),(6),(7),(8). If rQ = rP ,the value of m(1) is 0.486, only half of mP .
However, as rQ is adjusted from 4 to -1, the m(1) rises to 0.731, and the Bel(1) also rises
from 0.514 to 0.817 obviously. When rQ drops to -5, the data source Q is equivalent to
being ignored, hence, the final decision is done by the bpa function of P .
6. Performance evaluation of the proposed scheme. This section discusses the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme with respect to the energy consumption and data
aggregation precision by showing the results of several simulations.
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Table 1. Conflict of evidence and fusion results
m
U
mP
mQ
m

0

1

0 or 1

ϕ

0.1
0.8
0.486

0.8
0.1
0.486

0.1
0.1
0.028

0
0
0

Table 2. Reliability of the fusion results calculated by adjusted Q in the
case of conflict of evidence
bpa function
1
0 or 1
= 1 , wQ = 1
0.486 0.486 0.028
= 1, wQ = 0.88 0.33 0.64 0.03
= 1, wQ = 0.44 0.183 0.731 0.086
= 1, wQ = 0.11 0.116 0.787 0.097
= 1 wQ = 0
0.1
0.8
0.1

credibility coefficient weight coefficient
rP
rP
rP
rP
rP

= 4,
= 4,
= 4,
= 4,
= 4,

rQ
rQ
rQ
rQ
rQ

=4
=3
= −1
= −4
= −5

wP
wP
wP
wP
wP

bel fuction
0
1
0 or 1
0.514 0. 514 0.028
0.373 0.687 0.062
0.268 0.817 0.085
0.215 0.880 0.099
0.2
0.9
0.1

The chosen example is a traffic volume monitoring problem that we used NS2 to analyze
the performance of the proposed scheme, and compared it with VLEACH in [5] and ESDA
algorithms in [2]. The simulations were carried out considering a sensors field having a
1000m×800m rectangular shape, and assuming that 1 central node and several clusters are
deployed in the field, where each cluster has 1 collector and 20 cluster members. Notice
that the central node and collectors are fixed positions, but other nodes are random
waypoints. The values of the other parameters used for the simulations are reported as
follows.
The experiments are conducted on 200 rounds in total. In the proposed scheme, the
cluster head is the fixed facility designated by the sink node, and most cluster members
only need to send a message to complete data fusion in every sampling round. In addition,
the proposed scheme adopts hybrid network structure to balance the energy consumption
of the network. Hence, the energy consumption of cluster members makes significant
improvement compared with VLEACH and ESDA algorithms. The results in the first
simulation are reported in Figure 4. Early in the 120th round of the experiments, the
average energy consumption of the mobile nodes exclude the central node and collectors
reached to 0.7 J in VLEACH, while nearly 0.5J in case of ESDA and 0.3J in case of
our scheme. When to the 180th round, VLEACH network has consumed to the extent
of near paralysis, ESDA shows the similar situation, while our scheme just about 0.6J.
Because the cluster heads and the sink node are all roadside infrastructures, the influence
of the energy consumption problem on these nodes will be much smaller compared to the
ordinary nodes.
Figure 5 shows the aggregation precision of these schemes suffering from the same network attack mentioned in [17] Because the VLEACH and ESDA do not solve the “intranetwork attacking” problems, facing the same aggressive behavior in internal network,
the proposed scheme depending on the Dτ and T oken0 fields has much higher aggregation precision than VLEACH and ESDA. When N = 200, the aggregation precision of
VLEACH is reduce to 80%, in ESDA is about 88%,while our scheme is still above 95%.
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Table 3. Simulation parameters
Number of the nodes
Total simulation time
sampling time
Area size
Packet size
MAC protocol
Mobility model
node speed
Link bandwidth
Radio range
initial energy of mobile nodes
initial energy of fixed nodes
protocols

8 Fixed nodes 100 Mobile nodes
200s
500ms
1000m × 800m
1024 bytes
IEEE 802.11b
Random waypoint
10km/h-40km/h
128kbps
20 m
1.5J
20J
the propose scheme, VLEACH, ESDA

Figure 6 shows the aggregation precision comparison of these schemes along with the
incensement of the untrusted behavior probability of source nodes. Aggregation accuracy
tends to be effected by bad data and sensor errors, and, the distrusted behavior means that
the data value transmitted from the source node is inconsistent with the real value. We can
see from Figure 6, VLEACH protocol only checks out the properties of the output data,
without considering the reliability evaluation on the properties of the node itself, ESDA is
the same. On the other hand, the proposed scheme carries out data aggregation through
the node credibility evaluation, which can still maintain a high aggregation precision even
if the number of errors in sensor networks increases. For instance, when the distrusted
behavior probability is 40%, the aggregation precision of the proposed scheme still remains
83%, while ESDA is 63%, and VLEACH is only 41%. This shows that the robustness
of the proposed scheme is stronger than VLEACH and ESDA in the data aggregation
process.

Figure 4. The energy consumption comparison of mobile nodes
7. Conclusions. Secure data aggregation in WSNs has been widely concerned by researchers at home and abroad. So far, how to balance safety and practicality in the data
aggregation process has been one of the most critical issues of this research area.
This paper presents a dynamic data aggregation scheme based on the method of credibility estimation and reliability allocation, which is used for the data fusion and management of multi-source traffic information in ITSs. It adopts hybrid WSN based network
structure, and combines the spatial and temporal characteristics of the traffic information.
Furthermore the parameters i.e.Dτ , T oken0 etc. joining in the message format ensures
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Figure 5. The aggregation precisions comparison (I)

Figure 6. The aggregation precisions comparison (II)
that the data packets from the source nodes can be effectively integrated and transmitted.
After receiving the aggregated messages from clusters, the application layer calculates and
evaluates the aggregation results to generate decisions for traffic control. Simulation results show the proposed scheme can effectively reduce the energy consumption of the
network compared with VLEACH and ESDA algorithms. In addition, it can still guarantee the authenticity of data aggregation in certain extent of distrusted behaviour attacks.
Therefore, this solution could be applied in the next generation of sensor technologies of
ITSs In the near future, we will continue further study on the optimization of the routing
based on the proposed scheme.
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